Abstract

We present a natural language processing (NLP) platform, namely the “ITU Turkish NLP Web Service” by the natural language processing group of Istanbul Technical University. The platform (available at tools.nlp.itu.edu.tr) operates as a SaaS (Software as a Service) and provides the researchers and the students the state of the art NLP tools in many layers: preprocessing, morphology, syntax and entity recognition. The users may communicate with the platform via three channels: 1. via a user friendly web interface, 2. by file uploads and 3. by using the provided Web APIs within their own codes for constructing higher level applications.

1 Introduction

ITU NLP research group is devoted to produce Turkish NLP tools for more than 10 years. The group offers many NLP courses in graduate level and core NLP research components to different research groups both in NLP field and other disciplines: e.g. linguistics, data mining, web mining and information retrieval. The motivation of the presented platform in this paper comes from the real word problems of sharing the produced NLP resources by different people from varying level of computer background (starting from undergraduates to PhD students or researchers, people from other fields (e.g. linguistics)). These may be categorized under the following main problems:

1. Need to provide assistance for the installation and the usage of different tools, all posing different technological requirements in the users' computers.
2. Difficulty to share the updates and the new modules introduced into the pipeline.
3. Difficulty of using the tools for educational purposes within the classrooms and term projects.
4. licensing issues of the underlying technologies (such as FST and machine learning softwares)

The difficulty in the ease-of-use of Turkish NLP tools and their inconsistencies with each others were also causing the replication of the same effort in different places and preventing the community from working on less-studied higher level areas for the Turkish language. A good example to this may be the efforts for creating Turkish morphological analyzers: some outstanding ones among many others are (Oflazer, 1994; Eryiğit and Adalı, 2004; Akın and Akin, 2007; Sak et al., 2008; Çöltekin, 2010; Şahin et al., 2013))

In this paper, we present our new web service which provides both a whole Turkish NLP pipeline (from raw data to syntax, example given in Figure 1) and its atomic NLP components for stand-alone usage, namely:

- Tokenizer
- Deasciifier
- Vowelizer
- Spelling Corrector
- Normalizer
- isTurkish
- Morphological Analyzer
- Morphological Disambiguator
- Named Entity Recognizer
- Dependency Parser

2 Provided Components

The provided components via our web service may be grouped under 4 layers: preprocessing, morphological processing, multiword expression handling and syntactic processing.

2.1 Preprocessing

The preprocessing layer consists of many sub components specifically developed for unformat-
Figure 1: ITU Turkish NLP Pipeline
ted social media data in focus. These are a tokenizer, a diacritic restorer, a vowelizer, a spelling corrector and a normalizer. The diacritic restorer is the component where the ASCII characters are transformed into their proper Turkish forms. The deasciifier (Adalı and Eryiğit, 2014) chooses the most probable candidate within the current context by using conditional random fields (CRFs). The vocalizer (Adalı and Eryiğit, 2014) restores the omitted vowels (generally within the social media messages for shortening purpose): e.g. “svyrm” will be converted to “seviyorum” (I love you). The spelling corrector is kind of an adaptation of Wang et al.(2011) into agglutinative languages. The normalizer (Torunoğlu and Eryiğit, 2014) is constructed of the previous three components and many other modules and provides a state of the art text normalizer for Turkish.

2.2 Morphological Processing

This layer consists of a rule based morphological analyzer (Şahin et al., 2013; Şahin, 2014) which uses HFST-Helsinki Finite State Transducer (Lindén et al., 2009) and a hybrid morphological disambiguator. This layer also provides the is-Turkish component which validates a word by using the morphological analyzer.

2.3 Multi Word Expressions

As shown in Eryiğit et al. (2011), the detection and unification of the named entities has the highest impact for the syntactic layer. That is why the following Turkish named entity recognizer (Şeker and Eryiğit, 2012) is included within the pipeline and the remaining multiword expressions are detected in the syntactic layer as shown in Figure 1 (dependency label MWE).

2.4 Syntactic Parsing

For the syntactic layer we are providing the state of the art dependency parser for Turkish presented in (Eryiğit et al., 2008; Nivre et al., 2007) which produces the outputs in Conll format (Buchholz and Marsi, 2006).

3 Conclusion and Future Work

We introduced our ITU Turkish NLP Web Platform which provides us easier administration, automatic updates and patch management, compatibility, easier usage, easier collaboration and global accessibility by being designed as a SaaS. Any body from any discipline with any level of underlying computer background may easily use our web interface either for only analyzing language data or for constructing more complicated NLP systems. The platform already attracted many users from different universities in Turkey and it is now started to get used in many research projects and graduate theses. We believe as being the pioneer serving almost all of the available and top performing NLP tools for Turkish, ITU Turkish NLP Web Service will fed light to new research topics for this language.

For now, the pipeline is constructed by converting the input output formats of each individual tools. But our current effort is to transform the platform into a UIMA(Ferrucci and Lally, 2004) compliant architecture so that it can also integrate with other such platforms universally. We also plan to service the new version of ITU Data Annotation Tool (Eryiğit, 2007) from the same address where the users will also be able to see their data visually (e.g. dependency trees)
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